
Community Scale Elements

The Community Scale 
is the most useful scale 

for town planning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The community scale is one notch down from the landscape scale and helps us cater our conservation efforts on the local levelThis scale includes; Natural Communities, rivers, Riparian habitats, and wetlands I’ll start by introducing natural communities which are a finer scaled unit than “habitat blocks” and are the most appropriate scale for town planning.More inventory work is needed for this type of information in order to incorporate into town planning 



An interacting assemblage 
of  plants and animals, their 
physical environment, and 
the natural processes that 

affect them. 

Natural Communities 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Understanding “natural communities” is an important part of this scale. Natural communities are an interacting group of organisms, their physical environment, and the natural processes that affect them. You might know them by another name: Northern white cedar swamp, Oak-pine forest, a bog, or cattail marsh. If you want a great crash course on VT’s natural communities, grab a copy of the new Wetland Woodland Wildland-Elizabeth Thompson & Eric SorensonSome are common, others are rare, but all offer habitat to a different suite of species.ADVANCE SLIDETaking inventory of your town’s Natural Communities can help you understand which parts of your town carry extra value for biodiversity, and can inform your planning efforts. In context of climate change, we’ll have to rename these some time soon. Right now they are based on dominant plants but  New naming will be based on function/landscape position Now I’ll move to looking at rivers as part of the community scale. __________________�



Erosion & Deposition Rivers

Inundation

□ Physical landscape creates the 
setting

□ Human and natural communities 
respond to that setting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At the community-scale, we need to be aware of the patterns of river movement. These patterns have an enormous impact on the physical landscape.Physical landscape creates the setting, or stage, through factors like topography and soil types. Human and natural communities have to be constantly responding and adapting to that setting as it changes with timeCycles of erosion, inundation, and deposition are natural processes,But they can be transformation (both good and bad ways) for natural and human communities. Upper tributaries more likely to be erosional systemsLower in watershed is more likely to see inundation



Riparian Habitats

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Along rivers and streams are our riparian habitats (wetlands, shrublands, floodplain forests)These streamside communities are important habitat for a variety of species and also meet important human needs:streambank stabilization;Buffer during high water events;Filtering runoff & pollutants Stitched together across a landscape, these riparian habitats can provide an important network of connected habitat for wildlife. ADVANCE SLIDE In this image, you can see that while the landscape has been fragmented, there are some remaining patches of riparian habitat – this isn’t an ideal scenario, but in heavily developed landscapes, it’s one of the remaining habitat types we can work on. 



Wetlands

Vermont Significant Wetland 
Inventory (VSWI)

Functions & Values

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wetlands are another critically important element at the community scale.The are powerhouses at providing a multitude of values:For wildlife, fish, and rare speciesFor ecosystem services, such as water quality protection and flood water storage,To serving as important places for education, research, and recreation. The VT Significant Wetlands Inventory-VSWI is a statewide map of wetlands that is a great resource for planning. Map on the right of Swanton’s significant wetlands It’s not complete (there are unmapped/unknown wetlands out on the landscape not in the VSWI), but a great starting place to ID wetlands and choose places for further research and monitoring. 



Wetlands & Floodplains at Work

Floodplains

Wetlands
Otter 
Creek 
Flow

Wetlands & floodplains protect 
downstream communities!

Hydrograph during 
Tropical Storm Irene

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Together, wetlands, floodplains, and other riparian areas work together to reduce flood losses and fluvial erosion damage when rivers are given access to their historic floodplains. What you see on screen is a comparison of the amount of water that showed up in Rutland vs Middlebury during Tropical storm IreneBecause of intact wetlands and the fact that Otter Creek has access to its floodplain upstream of Middlebury, that area experienced much less floodwater than Rutland where the Otter does not have access to its floodplain. Middlebury’s intact floodplain saved their town $1.8 million in “avoided costs” during Irene 



River Channel Management

□ Increases speed of  river

□ Causes downstream erosion

□ Should only be used when necessary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because of these potential costs, damage to infrastructure, and potentially habitat we need to be conscious of our river systems patterns Places that have been significantly altered often will longer provide certain ecological functions, like the picture you see onscreen.	-rock armoring causes increased river speed and visible downstream erosion (only worse during high water events)	-armoring is sometimes necessary, for instance at high use public river access sitesWhether it’s a river like this or one that has access to its floodplain and can dissipate energy and absorb floodwaters (like along the Otter Creek).Geomorphic assessments are one tool a community can use to gain understanding of these patterns across a river system in your town.



Benefits of  Buffers

100 ft 25 ft 15 ft600 ft
Bank stability

In-lake habitat

Water quality protection

Wildlife habitat protection

100 ft 25 ft 15 ft600 ft
Bank stability

In-lake habitat

Water quality protection

Wildlife habitat protection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In contrast to the armored riverbank we saw in the last slide, we should aim to keep vegetation and habitat alongside streams, rivers, lakes, ponds & wetlands. For every extra bit of habitat back from the waters edge, we gain additional benefits. (List/explain graphics)ADVANCE SLIDE We also know that different groups of wildlife respond to an increasing buffer width, for example, wood turtle will range several hundred feet from stream’s edge. In these areas, land management decisions matter very much. Of course, there are tradeoffs to larger buffers, such as in agricultural areas, but in many parts of Vermont, increasing the buffer width may be one of the top ecological choices that can be made.It isn’t just the width of the buffer that matters but the quality of the vegetation and trees that are able to exist that determines which eco. Services are provided. For example, a grass buffer strip isn’t going to provide many ecological services as compared to a woody riparian forested strip. Key take away: Land water interface is most productive!________________________________But as we look at lakes and shorelands, it also brings up an important point, the extent to which land management decisions play a critically import role. These specifics can determine what sort of ecological services you might expect. For example a grass “buffer strip’ would be completely ineffective for any ecological service you might hope for



Forest to Faucet

VT ANR Atlas, 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another interesting resource to think of at this scale is groundwater and drinking water sources.The ANR identifies 2 kinds of Source Protection Areas (SPAs): Ground Water SPAs and Surface Water SPAs. These areas recharge public water sources and keeping water contamination to a minimum in these areas is critical for public health.Often, these are small areas mapped around a public well, or a fire district (shown here in purple throughout Rutland).But many of the surface water SPAs encompass regions of upland forests that contribute to the downslope water supply, like this yellow one mapped here in the mountains above Rutland City. Interesting to note how these areas often overlay quite well with our Habitat Blocks datasets (as shown in image on right).Identifying areas with overlapping conservation value is an important step in the planning process.



Species Scale Elements

• Some elements “fall through the cracks”
• Can occur in small areas

Cobblestone 
tiger beetleEshqua Bog

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the previous sections on landscape & community scale elements we looked a lot at pattern. But there’s another scale we need to examine—the species scale—which shows us “hotspots” of biological diversity to inform our planning. Many species scale elements occur over very discrete areas. You could think of a specific wildlife road crossings, Some of these elements aren’t adequately addressed by landscape or community level protections (they fall though the cracks of the “coarse filter” provided by habitat blocks and broader features.)A good example is bees. None of their habitat would get captured in a coarse-filter “habitat suitability map”. We might find that they use enough of a specialized habitat that no amount of planning at landscape scale will catch them. 



Rare & Uncommon Species

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rare & uncommon species are a great example of a species-scale element.What you see on-screen is the inventory of rare, threatened and endangered species maintained by the F&W department, and sorted by Priority in BioFinder You can access this info through BioFinder or the ANR Atlas. (Jens will lead an activity later tonight on making maps in BioFinder)`Some of the info is restricted so as not to expose vulnerable species.Please note that this inventory isn’t consistent across the state. So what you see in pink or purple on this map is a known record of a rare/uncommon species, but there are many more rare species than we have mapped, since we haven’t inventoried everywhere.Some towns will have lots of inventory data at the species scale, others hardly any at all.



Wildlife Crossings

  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We talked about Habitat connectivity as a Landscape scale issue. But that regional & genetic approach to wildlife populations is also dependent on a local scale of connectivity.At the local scale we are talking about getting individual animals across the road safely and maintaining a safe environment for drivers.In more fragmented parts of Vermont, like the Champlain Valley, these spots are usually easy to identify since there really aren’t that many connections between the small blocks of habitat there. Along the spine of the greens or in the northeast kingdom, crossings have a different look. They are often quite long sections of road where the habitat is equally good on both sides. Here, any specific crossing may see a lower density of movement since there isn’t one particular “hotspot” for crossing, but it is nonetheless also critically important for wildlife movementThis image of Rt. 15 in Wolcott was taken on BioFinder and highlights the wildlife road crossings in the area. After camera monitoring a new wildlife shelf was built under Rt.15 and the same project included removing an old bridge that was constricting river flow. (You may recognize this case study from the StoryMap in case study explorer)



Fencing

Culvert / Wildlife Passage

Exclusionary Fencing 
Funnels Wildlife to the 
crossing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fencing is another option for guiding animals to a safe crossing (advance slide 2x)Along Monkton road two of these salamander concrete culverts were constructed with exclusionary fencing 100ft on either side. ADVANCE SLIDE �This allows for safe passage during the spring migratory season when salamanders are moving between there wintering forested habitat down to the wetlands to breed and feed. This style of fencing has proven to be successful at this location and monitoring cameras have caught bobcats using the crossing. 



Vermont Conservation Design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Put together, the species scale & community scale give us a local lens for those “hotspots” and important communities that we need to be planning for. You can see throughout the state there is a spread of highest priority and priority species & community scale areas both in the valleys and the mountains _________�Based on:Rare and uncommon speciesSignificant natural communitiesVernal pools & wetlandsWildlife road crossingsGrasslands & shrublandsMast stands



Vermont Conservation Design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you zoom to your own town, looking at these two scales will give you a sense for which areas are contributing a little extra to your local biodiversity.These are great places to target field inventories and ecological assessments. 



Vermont Conservation Design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One final perspective, is to stack species, community, and landscape scales all on top of each other to plan at multiple scales together. Here in Roxbury, you can see that the western 1/3 of town is a highest priority at the landscape scale, but even so there are hotspots within that landscape that warrant extra attention. Conversely, you might notice that the eastern 2/3 of town didn’t rise to the level of being highest priority, yet there are still hotspots in those areas that will also need extra attention. 



Even in the Village Center!

Sustainable Montpelier

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Even in the heart of our communities, our village centers, the natural patterns, and systems are at work. Here values include a wider assortment of human needs, like housing, and a balance must be struck in planning Concepts like habitat connectivity can be thought of in our street trees. Nearby parks, cemeteries and commons are hotspots of open space that are important to the community as well as to the natural world.In place of grey infrastructure (cement, roads), we want Green infrastructure. Like we see in this picture of a constructed wetland in Montpelier that provides water filtration, aquatic habitat, and a place for storm water run off 



Mad River Valley Region

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To conclude this section I’ll return to the MRV mapping project. Not just natural communities were mapped by Arrowwood Environmental but  also these locations with special habitats. Overlaying these maps and sharing them with the community adds value to the landscape and is an opportunity to celebrate place and educate people on local natural resources. Identifying and understanding how community values align with natural resource mapping is a topic we will cover in our next session. 



Questions?



Activity 2: Making a BioFinder Map
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